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Chapter 1952
The name Yingming, Shen Weiyi heard from Uncle Christopher and
Uncle Jun in the past few days.
Shen Weiwei knew that the Ying Ming in Qiu Cun’s heart was an
enemy of his father, as if his father had a grudge against this man
named Ying Ming in order to help Uncle Jun.
This time, Ying Ming took advantage of that stinky fourth uncle and
kidnapped his mother, and then wanted to use his mother and fourth
uncle, and then his father.
But no one thought that this damn Elma would actually hook up with
Ye Yingming.
It’s all bugs!
bed bugs!
“Humph! Look at my father if you don’t blow up your heads one by
one!” Shen Weiyi clenched his fists resentfully.
She is not afraid at all.
As long as it is her father’s enemy, she will stand on a united front with
her father, and will always be outside!

snort!
Shen Weiyi took care of his thoughts and listened to Elma’s call
carefully and silently.
At that end, Qiu Cun was unaware.
The enchanting tone of her speech made Shen Weiyi get
goosebumps: “Master Ying, how are you recently? I want to report an
important situation to you.”
“Well, let me tell you, good news, hehehehehe
.“
“That’s right, just last time, Miss Lenny told you about the plan, let
Miss Jin come forward and hook up with Arron. Now Miss Jin is not
only successfully returned from abroad by my persuasion, she Now
he has successfully entered Arron’s life.”
“Hi! The eldest lady of the Jin family is the eldest lady of the Jin family.
She is indeed a first-class lady from a famous family in China. It is
indeed unusual.”
“As soon as Miss Jin made her move, Arron looked at her with
admiration.”
“You also know that Arron is not close to women, especially after he
has Suzi, he treats Suzi as a treasure. Jin Meitian couldn’t get close to
Arron at first, but I am very capable. …”
Elma did not forget to praise Ying Ming on the phone and show off his
credit.
She had known Ying Ming five years ago.
That time, it was at a dark reception abroad.
Elma was still majestic at the time, but she met Ying Ming, who went
to grab it that night.

Originally, all the people at the dark party were a bit of a background,
such as Elma, although she was a girl, she coughed, and a
bodyguard would follow her.
However, even such a dark party, it was robbed by a scumbag like
Ying Ming, who was stern and hot, and didn’t tell the way.
Ying Ming not only robbed money.
He also robs.
Moreover, it also robs beauty.
Elma was no exception.
However, that day, Ying Ming did not take the initiative to reboot
Elma.
Because he saw Elma’s arrogant look of not knowing where he was,
he was afraid that if he hit Elma, Qiu Cun’s heart was arrogant like a
flower peacock for one second, and the next second he was kneeling
and begging for mercy , Ying Ming did not want to see such a woman.
He’s used to it.
Nausea.
Besides, looking at Elma’s arrogant appearance on the surface, and
his winking eyes, Ying Ming was even more disgusted by this woman.
Elma didn’t look at Elma at all.
Ying Ming didn’t even spare a milf who was cleaning the toilet at the
dark party that day.
The only thing that didn’t stain Qiu Cun’s heart.
“Go away!” Ying Ming said to Elma coldly after finishing the work.
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Elma suppressed his jealous voice and asked Yingming: “You have
used all the women in this fight, why did you just let me go?”

Ying Ming: “Because you have the same yellow skin as me and speak
the same native language. I, Ying Ming, haven’t lost my mind yet, I
even eat grass by the side of the nest, get out!”
Hearing Yingming say this, Elma suddenly became angry: “I don’t! I
just want you to go to me!”
“Why can you look down on a forty-year-old woman who sweeps the
floor, why can’t you just look down on me?” Qiu Cun looked at the old
woman in Ying Ming’s arms with disgust.
Ying Ming sneered: “Old woman? Forty-year-old youngest?”
“Forty-year-old women know men best, they are mature in all aspects,
and they are the most flavorful. What about you? What do you have?
You are nothing but coquettish and cheap. You have nothing!”
Yu Bi, Ying Ming didn’t even look at Elma, turned around and left.
“Wait!” Qiu Cun shouted angrily behind him, but Ying Ming still didn’t
look back.
Qiu Cun’s heart exploded with anger.
Ying Ming is tall, handsome, mighty, and so brave, but she doesn’t
like her Elma!
How can this be!
She dashed over, stopped Ying Ming, and threw herself up, kissing
and biting, and forcibly undressing.
In the end, Ying Ming got angry and pushed her to the ground, making
her lie down like a dog.
At that time, Qiu Cun was extremely satisfied.
I really want to follow Ying Ming’s meaning of wandering the world.
However, Elma is Elma.
She couldn’t let go of her own glory and wealth.

Anyway, she already got it once. Besides, a desperado like Ying Ming
will die at some point, but she hasn’t lived enough yet.
That time, after Ying Ming left, Elma never saw Ying Ming again.
Seeing Ying Ming later was a while ago.
Knowing that Yingming was coming to Pan Haoyang’s island, it was
Pan Haoyang who told her. At that time, Qiu Cun was very excited.
She knew that Yingming was a desperado, and later she also learned
about the grievances between Yingming, Arron and Kraig. .
Therefore, it is the best to cooperate with Yingming.
In this way, he could retaliate against Pan Haoyang and let Pan
Haoyang die without a burial.
He can get revenge on Arron and Kraig.
It was so good.
And just now, when she and Jin Meitian were taking a bath together,
Jin Meitian told her something about Arron.
It turned out that Elma didn’t know until today that the reason why
Arron likes Suzi and the reason why Suzi is a treasure is that! It turned
out to be to maintain the image of the Fu Group.
When he was still drunk, he confided to Jin Meitian that he didn’t like
Shen Weiyi very much.
Ow!
Qiu Cun felt as if she had obtained a treasure, and immediately said
that she felt unwell and got out of the bathtub ahead of time. She just
wanted to tell Ying Ming the good news.
“Let me tell you, Master Ying, although Arron likes Suzi and whether
he likes his biological daughter has nothing to do with you, but I have
a very important observation to tell you. Depressed, he drank too
much, and he was so drunk. Both, when he lost Suzi, he was slowly
accepting Jin Meitian.”

“How about this, is my news still helpful to you?”
“Haha, it’s good to be helpful. If you help me, I will continue to observe
secretly. If there is any trouble here, I will report it to you as soon as
possible.” Qiu Cun reported respectfully.
After closing the line, she happily came to the place where she and
Jin Meitian took a bath: “Meitian, have you washed it yet?”
Jin Meitian is spraying perfume on herself desperately.
After spraying it, she blushed and said, “Sister Cunxin, can you still
smell the stench on my body?”
Elma and Jin Meitian both smell bad, so they can’t smell each other.
Elma sniffed Jin Meitian: “It smells so good, this perfume…”
“This is a perfume that Suzi often uses.” Jin Meitian said.
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Qiu Cun was stunned for a moment.
Then he was jealous and asked sarcastically, “How did you get Suzi’s
perfume?”

Jin Meitian’s face was full of anger that couldn’t be hidden: “Although I
got a stink all over, but when I was with the immortal little nerd that
day, I asked something useful.”
“What!” Qiu Cun asked heartily.
“That’s the brand of perfume that her mother often used.” Jin Meitian
showed off her tone.
Elma: “…”
When I called Jin Meitian here, I thought she was a nerd, an antique.
Now I find that it doesn’t seem to be.
This woman is also sassy in her bones!
However, this is fine. If Jin Meitian can succeed, Arron will provoke
Arron, let Arron obey her words, and then fool Arron into not doing his
job properly. Since then, he can slowly lead Yingming’s forces to
Nancheng.
At that time, Ying Ming and Lenny’s father Jun Chengyin will
cooperate, and they will definitely bring down the two iron buddies
Arron and Kraig!
“Okay, it’s very good, it’s very fragrant, let’s go, now the fourth Master
Fu needs you the most, eh, I told you Mei Tian,   when you marry
Shaoqin one day, remember to send me a wedding candy. “
“Hey, people will be shy.” Jin Meitian said hypocritically.
Glancing at Elma, she added vaguely: “Our family Shaoqin has a
great wealth, the king of Nancheng, when Shaoqin and I get married,
he will definitely have a big banquet. The wedding candy for you, no, it
should be chocolate, it must be the best chocolate in the world.”
Seeing Jin Meitian being embraced by happiness, Qiu Cun felt like a
knife in his heart.
It was she who brought Jin Meitian here, originally to help herself.
Look at Jin Meitian’s coquettish look now!

Do you think you can really be Arron’s wife?
Pooh!
A short-lived ghost!
snort!
Qiu Cun scolded Jin Meitian secretly in his heart, but on the surface
he remained calm: “Go, see if Fu Sishao is sober?”
When it comes to Arron’s wine strength, Jin Mei is mixed.
The happy thing is that Arron confided the truth to her as soon as he
drank, but the worry was that Arron always thought she smelled bad
when he was drunk.
Jin Meitian smelled the perfume on her body again, and she not only
gained a little confidence in herself, she walked briskly to the front hall
of the Fu family’s old house.
The front hall is where the ice coffin of Mr. Fu Hengsheng is placed.
There has been an endless stream of people who came to offer
condolences these two days. When Jin Meitian passed by these
people, these people couldn’t help but say, “It’s so fragrant.”
so fragrant?
Jin Meitian’s heart became more and more happy.
The odor was finally removed.
what!
Her pace was faster, and she couldn’t throw herself into Arron’s arms
now.
Arron’s wine should not wake up, right? Going to him now, he will
smell the perfume on her body and feel familiar, maybe he will
immediately put her Jin Meitian in his arms.

Jin Meitian didn’t mind, Arron asked for her in front of the mourning
hall.
If she can win the bid at one time, she Jin Meitian can be expensive.
With such a sweet dream, Jin Meitian also came to the front of the
mourning hall, and was about to enter, but saw the condolences
forming a long line and bowing.
Frightened, Jin Meitian quickly hid aside.
Inside, Arron was not as drunk as he was before, he was barely able
to support himself and greeted the guests.
It’s just that the smell of alcohol is everywhere in the mourning hall.
Someone couldn’t help pinching their nose.
As soon as the worship came out, someone whispered: “Hey, it’s
really not easy for the president. At the critical moment when his wife
was kidnapped, he couldn’t save his wife, but he had to stand here
every day. Got it?”
“But, it’s his own grandfather who died now, and he can’t…” Someone
whispered.
Another person sneered: “My grandfather? Is this my grandfather
kissed? Since I was a child, my grandfather never loved this grandson,
until the grandson took over the Fu Group company. Do you have any
feelings?”

Chapter 1955
“That’s right, it’s really hard for the president.”
“This old man doesn’t die sooner or later. Why did he die at this time?”
“so!”
“If the rescue of the president’s wife is delayed because of the funeral
of the old man, the president will really be decadent in this life…”
“No one of us outsiders can comfort President Fu.”

“Hey……”
The Commission for Discipline Inspection came to offer condolences
to several high-level decision makers of the Fu Group, and they were
also Arron’s confidants, so they understood the bitterness in Arron’s
heart best.
Their conversation went further and further along with their pace.
Listening to this while hiding, Jin Meitian was simply overjoyed.
Chance!
It’s really when she was Jin Meitian.
Jin Meitian took brisk steps and entered through the side door.
“Four young masters…” Jin Meitian shouted gently.
Arron turned his head and saw Jin Meitian with a rosy face: “What are
you doing here!”
Obviously, he is more awake than before.
Jin Meitian was stunned for a moment: “Fourth Young
Master…No…I’m sorry, you were drunk earlier, I was very worried
about you, I was afraid that you would vomit again when you were
drunk, so I came over to have a look. , to see if you need my help.”
Arron: “…”
“Although our Jin family and Fu family seem to have little
communication, 30% of the household needs used by the Jin family
are provided by the Fu family, which our Jin family has always been
grateful for. We are very saddened by the death of Grandpa Fu. , but
I…” Having said this, Jin Meitian hesitated for a moment.
She was observing Arron’s expression.
Arron was expressionless.
Jin Meitian continued to speak boldly: “But… I know you must be very
worried about your wife, Fu Sishao, I mean, do you need my help? ?”

“Although I’m a woman, I’d love to do something for you, I…” Jin
Meitian’s tone paused again.
She said as if she had made up her mind: “I don’t ask for anything in
return. I do anything for you voluntarily and for free.”
After speaking, Jin Meitian blushed.
She thinks her acting skills are really good.
No!
She should not be acting, she is speaking the truth.
She is really willing to do anything for Arron, and whatever she said in
her heart is actually, even if she makes Arron a bed warmer, she is
also willing.
Very willing to.
She blushes at the thought of bed warmers.
Ha, the effect must be very good.
Jin Meitian blushed, looked at Arron timidly, and did not approach
Arron.
She is very sensible and self-aware.
Arron suddenly said, “Come here.”
“No!” she said firmly.
Arron looked at her with inquiring eyes: “What’s wrong?”
“You…you think I stink.” Jin Meitian’s eyes were filled with tears.
Arron: “I’m sorry.”
Jin Meitian: “…”
She did not expect that dignified Arron apologized to her. Her tears
came down suddenly: “Four young masters…”

“Come here.” Arron shouted.
Jin Meitian’s heart burst out with joy, she wished she could throw
herself into Arron’s arms, but she was still timid and walked towards
Arron with tears.
“Goblin! Bad woman! Stay away from my father!” At this moment,
there was a sudden explosion behind him.
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It was a sharp childish voice.
Although it was a child’s voice, the voice was domineering and
unreasonable.
The voice made Jin Meitian turn around in fright and look at the
source of the occurrence.
Just at the side door where she came in just now, the only child Shen
was akimbo, grinning at Jin Meitian.
Jin Meitian took two steps back in fright, and just put it on Arron’s
body. Arron raised his hand to support Jin Meitian.
Ow…
Jin Meitian’s whole body was numb.

I have always wanted to have close contact with Arron.
Two hours ago was a very good time, but when Arron was drunk, he
thought she smelled bad.
But now, she was inadvertently frightened by the poor child Shen
Weiyi, and fell into Arron’s arms.
Being embraced by Arron’s steel-like arms, his heart was really
softened into a puddle of mud.
Not only that, Jin Meitian also looked at Shen Weiyi with provocative
eyes.
After the provocation was over, she screamed and screamed straight
into Arron’s arms: “Ah, ghost, ghost… Four young masters, I’m
afraid… I’m really afraid… .You don’t know that your little
princess…the day before yesterday, the personal leather mask she
was wearing scared me…it fell directly into the stinky ditch.”
“Jin Meitian, you bad woman! Leave my dad’s side! Leave! If you
don’t leave, I will let all the domestic servants in my family beat you!
Humph!” Shen Weiyi roared with his hips on his back.
She roared and cursed in various ways: “You witch who crawled out
of a stinky shit pit!”
“Why didn’t I scare you to death that day! You can still climb up by
yourself!”
“You are a human or a ghost! Say, did you craw out of the stinky shit
hole by fooling around!”
“Say it!”
“You smell the stench on your own body, you are worried! Get out of
here!”
Jin Meitian was so angry that tears fell.
Arron, who was behind him, also roared coldly: “Shen Weiyi! You are
so presumptuous! Where have you been these past two days! Did
you get Aunt Jin Meitian into a shit hole!”

“Yes!” Shen Weiyi admitted without hesitation.
“Apologize to Auntie!” Arron ordered.
“Humph! Why am I apologizing to her! She told me in the car that she
wanted to take my mother’s place and be your wife! It’s a bargain for a
woman like me to get her into a shit hole!”
“You! What nonsense are you talking about!” Arron looked at Shen
Weiyi angrily.
Seeing Arron’s expression, Jin Meitian cried even more aggrieved:
“Fourth Master Fu, do you believe my mother when I say it? You
definitely don’t believe me, but even if you don’t believe me, I have to
say that it’s your daughter and me. Discuss, let me be your girlfriend!”
Arron: “What?”
“She also said that because she was worried about other women
taking her father away, she asked me to temporarily be her father’s
girlfriend for a few days, and when her mother came back, let me
return her father to her mother! She was at that time. That’s what I told
me, I didn’t lie a word!” Jin Meitian looked at Shen Weiyi with
incomparable resentment.
Anyway, she heard Arron tell the truth after drinking.
She had already sighed that deep down in Arron’s heart, she actually
didn’t like this daughter very much.
Anyway, she didn’t lie in front of Arron, that’s what Shen Wei told her
at that time.
“Humph! I was testing you! I was testing to see if you really wanted to
be my dad’s girlfriend, and who knew that you agreed! That’s why I
put you in the shit hole. You are so stinky, my father doesn’t want you!
Get out of the way!” Shen Weiyi was not afraid of Jin Meitian’s
spoofing at all, and still scolded Jin Meitian with his hips on his back.
Jin Meitian cried aggrieved: “Fourth Young Master, look…”
“Shen Weiyi! You are too much!” Arron suddenly shouted angrily.

Chapter 1957
Shen Weiyi suddenly cried: “Dad, my mother was kidnapped, not
dead, you don’t want to save my mother, are you playing with women
here?”
“Look if I don’t kill you!” Arron pushed Jin Meitian away and walked
towards Shen Weiyi.
Shen Weiyi didn’t move, and looked at Arron with tears in his eyes.
Arron walked up to Shen Weiyi, and before his raised hand came
down, he heard an angry shout: “Arron! You beat your daughter for an
outsider! Do you think you will be lawless without Suzi!”
“Do you think that Shen Weiyi has no backer!”
“I told you Arron! Others are afraid of you, but I, Rayna, are not afraid
of you! If you dare to hit Shen Weiyi all of a sudden, I’ll bite you to
death!” I don’t know when, Rayna was already standing in front of
Shen Weiyi.
With her akimbo on her hips and her glaring eyes wide open, she
really looked like a tigress.
But, God knows this moment, Rayna’s frightened calf softened.
She said that she was not afraid of Arron, but she was the woman
most afraid of Arron in this city.
Rayna usually saw that Arron was the most cowardly one, so he was
too scared to speak.
But at this moment, in order to act like a trick, she really gave up. In
order to overcome the fear in her heart, Rayna’s voice was louder,
more like a tigress.
While scolding Jin Meitian, Rayna called out in his heart: “Galia, you
damn girl, come here quickly, if you don’t come to support me, my
legs will be paralyzed.”
Rayna just thought about the changes in his heart, when Galia had
already come to Rayna.

She stood on one leg next to Rayna, then akimbo, like Rayna, glared
angrily at Arron and Jin Meitian: “Arron! Shen Weiyi has an aunt!
Although her mother is not by her side, she My aunt will protect her!”
“You… Who are you?” Jin Meitian had actually thought about who the
two women were in front of her.
She heard Elma say it.
Elma hated these two women deeply.
When I saw these two women, I wished I could strip them alive.
“Who are we?” Rayna sneered: “For you, we are the ones to tear your
face off today! We tear up your face for you, let’s see how you will
seduce men in the future!”
With Galia backing him up, Rayna was no longer afraid.
She raised her eyebrows and squinted at Jin Meitian, and for a
moment, she really made Arron laugh angrily.
This little girl!
He is indeed a diehard fan of Suzi.
Arron suddenly shouted angrily in a low voice: “Presumptuous!”
The frightened colleagues Rayna and Galia shivered.
Shen Weiwei, who was behind him, was frightened and froze for a
moment.
“What do you think of this place? It’s even being thrown here! Do you
think I, Arron, made a mess!” Arron’s voice was not loud, but every
word contained unparalleled murderous aura.
Jin Meitian, who was listening, couldn’t help shivering.
But she was afraid, but she was happy in her heart. After hearing
Elma say that the two women in front of her had beaten Elma two or
three times, this time Jin Meitian had to call Elma over and let Elma
see these two women. ‘s fate.

Haha, 80% of these two women will die today.
Calling Elma over to be happy was considered a favor to Elma, and
he also let Elma take a look at her, Jin Meitian was making progress
in front of Arron.
So that Elma doesn’t underestimate her Jin Meitian!
Thinking like this, Jin Meitian turned around quietly and sent a text
message to Elma: “Come here, there is a good show to watch!”
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At the other end, Elma was taking himself seriously and accompanied
Fu Zhengxiong and Qin Wenyu at the door, and Elma also showed
great filial piety, and received the guests who came to express their
condolences.
It looked like she was really the granddaughter of the Fu family.
After receiving the text message from Jin Meitian, Qiu Cun felt a little
unhappy.
She was jealous and sneered in her heart: what a good show to
watch!
It’s nothing more than that you have gained Arron’s trust!

Look at the fart!
Qiu Cun replied angrily, “No time!”
At the other end, Jin Meitian replied quickly: “If Arron is teaching those
two women who have beaten you several times, don’t you look at it?
And that little immortal thing, she actually came back!
She is still alive! But Arron is also angry with that little immortal! “
Looking at the message on the phone screen, Qiu Cun was stunned.
Immediately afterwards, she whispered to Qin Wenyu.
Qin Wenyu was stunned at first, and then his face was very ugly.
“What’s wrong?” Fu Zhengxiong asked.
Qin Wenyu’s face was drawn for a long time: “Your extremely naughty
granddaughter who hates you so much, is back! She is really capable!
She is only five or six years old, but she can find it back! It seems that
Not a simple character!”
After Fu Zhengxiong heard it, he first breathed a long sigh of relief,
and then he asked in shock, “You’re back? How did you get in? We…
why didn’t we see it?”
Qin Wenyu sneered: “I told you a long time ago that your own
granddaughter and that Suzi are not good people, you are always
kind and soft to them, you see, a five- or six-year-old child, we all
thought she was lost. She will never come back, but not only did she
come back, we don’t know when she slipped into the house.
This is not the most important, the most important thing is that she
also brought two helpers.
It’s that incomparably pungent daughter of the Min family, Rayna!
There is another colleague who seems to be Suzi.
Their courage is so big! How dare you come to the old house to make
trouble! “

Fu Zhengxiong gritted his teeth angrily when he heard this: “Go, go
and have a look! You can’t spare them lightly!”
Originally, there was still a trace of heartache for Shen Weiyi in my
heart, but when I heard that Shen Weiyi brought two outsiders, and
they were all shrews coming to the Fu family’s old house to make
trouble, Fu Zhengxiong Xin’s heartache disappeared.
What’s more, Fu Zhengxiong just heard Elma say, it seems that
Shaoqin doesn’t like Shen Wei very much in his heart.
Since his son doesn’t like Shen Weiyi, he, as a grandfather, can’t talk
about liking and distressing.
Fu Zhengxiong and Qin Wenyu angrily walked towards the mourning
hall. Originally Elma was following behind, but her legs and feet were
faster than Fu Zhengxiong and Qin Wenyu, so she said, “Godfather
and godmother, I Go take a look first!”
“Okay! You go first!” Qin Wenyu said.
Elma immediately trotted all the way to the mourning hall.
As soon as she entered the side door, she heard a quarrel.
It was Rayna’s shrew’s voice: “Arron! It’s no use yelling at the old lady!
The old lady is not afraid of you now! The old lady is no longer the old
lady!”
Rayna was an old lady, speaking very smoothly.
She looks like a typical street shrew: “I tell you! I’m also Darius’s
cousin! My fiance Jun Ruian is also from Jing Jun’s family! I’m no
longer that hillbilly Rayna!
Suzi is my friend!
She taught me a lot. Like my master, I don’t have many friends in my
life, so I must bring Suzi to justice!
Arron, don’t think I don’t know what you’re thinking!
Don’t you just want to dump the only and Suzi! “

Having said that, Rayna was even more angry: “I heard Suzi say it a
long time ago! The reason why you married her is to stabilize your
image as the president of the Fu Group. You don’t want those
turbulent people to know that your family Unstable! That’s why you
went to marry Suzi!

Chapter 1959
I also know that you never liked Shen Weiyi at all, right! “
Arron looked at Rayna coldly: “Go away!”
Galia next to him spoke: “Arron! Don’t forget that this is the old house
of the Fu family! The old lady lives here, as well as Uncle Fu and Aunt
Qin Wen. Even if you drive us away, it will not be your turn to look for
you! “
“I’ll tell you Arron too! I’m not Galia anymore! I’m Darius’s fiancee! In a
sense, Suzi is my relative! Besides, my relationship with Suzi is still so
good! Suzi is my relative! Suzi is not in Nancheng now, he was
kidnapped! He was kidnapped! You still have the heart to keep the
spirit here!
Are you a watchman!
You said to yourself, are you a wake-up call!
You’re in the side room, on a date with this slutty vixen!
Nonsence!
Arron, you are really not a thing!
After all, Shen Wei is your biological daughter!
You don’t protect, we protect!
I, Galia, will never allow any woman to bully Shen Wei! “
As soon as the words were spoken, Galia stared at Jin Meitian with
wide eyes angrily: “Jin b!tch! Stand up for me!”

Rayna was also extremely provocative: “Golden stinky b!tch! Stand
up for me and die!”
Behind Arron, where Jin Meitian was frightened: “Fourth Master Fu…”
Arron’s face was as gloomy and cold as the year before. Although he
didn’t get angry or speak, Jin Meitian could feel that Arron had an
extremely strong murderous aura.
He didn’t quarrel with Rayna and Galia anymore.
He just looked at Shen Weiyi very calmly and coldly: “Yiyi! You must
apologize if you do something wrong! It’s Auntie Tiantian who you
framed first, right! You got her into the stinky shit ditch, right? !”
Shen Weiyi became more and more afraid: “Dad, are you really going
to hit me…”
“No! Yes! Call! Me! Dad!” Arron said word by word.
Shen Weiyi shivered in fright.
“Arron, you’re still not human!” Rayna hugged Shen Weiyi in his arms.
Galia also cried angrily: “Do you have such a father? If you don’t like
her, she is also your biological daughter! How can you treat your
biological daughter like this, you cold-blooded! Cold-blooded!”
Arron sneered, ignoring Galia and Rayna’s denunciations, she just
took out her phone and dialed out: “Christopher? There is a woman
surnamed Min, shoot me out!”
The other end didn’t know what to say.
Arron continued to say: “You must arrive within five minutes,
otherwise I may change my mind and chop them into tens of
thousands of pieces before throwing them into the river!”
“Okay, that’s it!”
Arron hung up the phone very simply.
At this time, Galia and Rayna’s frightened legs became even weaker.

Seeing the two women look like foxes and tigers, Jin Meitian was so
happy that she wanted to throw herself into Arron’s arms. Just as she
was happily dancing behind Arron, she saw an excited Elma rushing
over.
“Where? Where are the two women looking for death? Let me see. If
these two women are here today, don’t want to leave!” Qiu Cun
exclaimed.
Jin Meitian immediately pretended and said, “Sister Cunxin here,
don’t worry, Fu Sishao just called and asked the bodyguard to come
over and punish these two women severely.”
Needless to say, Jin Meitian also deliberately glanced at Rayna and
Galia.
Let’s see if their calves are trembling with fright!
But what Jin Meitian and Elma didn’t expect was that the moment they
saw Elma approaching them, Rayna suddenly burst out: “Elma! I don’t
want to kill you today, I’ll cut your hair out of your hair. Get bald!”
Elma: “…”
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Chapter 1960
Qiu Cun never imagined that in Arron’s house, in front of this
mourning hall, Rayna would be so presumptuous.

When she was stunned, Rayna had already started. Rayna had
always been a shrew and a shrew with a simple mind and strong
limbs.
The movements of her hands are far faster than her mouth.
Before Elma could react, Rayna rushed up like an eagle pounced on a
chicken.
In an instant, Elma was riding under Rayna.
Rayna sat Elma to death mercilessly, and then slammed Elma’s neck
with all her strength. She didn’t want to strangle Elma, she just wanted
to give the little girls some hardship first.
Sure enough, Elma was so pinched that she didn’t even have the time
to parry. She waved her hands and couldn’t use any strength.
Rayna didn’t let go until Rayna made Elma’s face turn into a pig’s liver
color, so Elma immediately put both hands on his throat and coughed
loudly.
Before she could cough, Rayna had already covered Elma’s hair with
both hands.
Omg!
Little shrew is really not covered.
When it comes to fighting people, although she looks clumsy and
doesn’t have any tricks, they are all experienced and ruthless tricks.
She shoved her two hands down and forcibly pulled out two large
strands of Elma’s hair.
The pained Qiu Cun was like killing a pig, coughing and howling.
Arron next to him was stunned.
When I wanted to laugh, I couldn’t help feeling my wife.
Suzi really deserves to be Suzi.
In terms of manipulating people, Suzi is really a master.

Suzi himself seemed to have few desires, few words, and even was
often weak on the face, but whether it was in choosing a husband or
choosing a friend, all of them were good players.
When Arron wanted to laugh, Jin Meitian beside him was
dumbfounded.
She originally called Elma to come to watch a good show, but Elma
didn’t insist for even half a minute when she came, and was beaten
like this?
In the blink of an eye, Elma had several bald patches on his scalp.
Bleeding.
Jin Meitian was so frightened that she didn’t even dare to say a word.
At this moment, she just wanted to hide in Arron’s arms. She thought
so and did so. However, just as Jin Meitian took a step forward, she
was about to throw herself into Arron’s arms. In the middle of the
middle, a figure that was as fast and swift as a kitten rushed towards
Jin Meitian.
Small things are really fast.
Moreover, she is small and agile, so she is more brisk.
Shen Weiyi knocked Jin Meitian down. Jin Meitian didn’t know what
was going on. Before she could react, she heard Shen Weiyi shout,
“Aunt Galia!”
“Come on!” Immediately afterwards, Galia also threw herself on Jin
Meitian.
Elma is more difficult to deal with than Jin Meitian, but to beat Elma,
only Rayna, a shrew, is more than enough.
Therefore, Galia and Shen Wei can greet Jin Meitian without any
distractions.
“Shameless mistress! You think you are the eldest miss of the Jin
family, you can be a mistress and a broken shoe! Who you are is
useless! The more you are the eldest miss of the Jin family, the more I

hit you! I beat you. It’s you! Face! Straighten your face, I’m going to
slap it!”
Saying that, Galia raised her hand and slapped Jin Meitian on the
face.
Jin Meitian’s face was slapped to one side, and before she could react,
the other side of her face ate a real small fist.
“Humph! Don’t look at me small, I’m also very sturdy in fights!” Shen
Weiyi squatted beside Jin Meitian’s face, Mo Yang, her little devil king,
was really able to make Jin Meitian mad.
“Stinky little three! Dare to snatch my father from my mother! Humph!
You are so stupid! How could I let you be my father’s temporary
girlfriend for a few days and help my mother occupy a place? You
treat me as Shen Weiyi like you. Are you mentally handicapped?”
With a word, Shen Weiyi slapped Jin Meitian again with a small fist in
the face.
Jin Meitian’s beaten eyes glowed with golden flowers.
Only at this moment did she realize that this six-year-old immortal was
simply a little devil.
The little devil didn’t give her any room to fight back at all, so he had
already punched her a third time.
Half of Jin Meitian’s cheeks were swollen.

Chapter 1961
Shen Weiyi only stood up, looking down at Jin Meitian like a queen
aloof, “Idiot! I just want to deceive you! Deceive you to that stinky shit
pit!
Do you think I can run away as a child? You’re glad you got lost,
aren’t you?
You do not know!
I have Aunt Galia and Aunt Rong Rong! We have long been optimistic
about the route!

You idiot little three!
You are as stupid as a pig!
Such a stupid sow, don’t say my dad has my mom, even if my dad
doesn’t have my mom, my dad won’t like you, hear you, sow! “
Being scolded as a sow made Jin Meitian feel extremely humiliated.
I think she is also the daughter of the first noble family in Kyoto!
Jin Meitian glared at Shen Weiyi angrily.
“Still staring at me, still staring at me? Look at me and trample you to
death!” Shen Weiyi raised his foot and was about to step on it.
“Enough! What are you doing! Three shrews! This is the mourning hall,
the mourning hall!” An extremely old but extremely angry voice yelled
loudly behind him.
Shen’s only foot stopped in mid-air.
When she looked back, it was Fu Zhengxiong.
Fu Zhengxiong’s angry eyes turned red.
This is his father’s mourning hall.
These people didn’t respect a deceased old man at all, and they
made trouble here. The leader was his six-year-old granddaughter
who had sympathy for her just now.
Call him Fu Zhengxiong how to be angry.
At this moment, Fu Zhengxiong can’t wait to slap this little villain to
death!
“Nie Barrier! You did a good job!” Qin Wenyu, who was next to him,
scolded.
She saw that Elma, who was under her body, was really about to be
bald, and then saw that Jin Meitian’s cheek was like a balloon being
blown up, and Qin Wenyu was completely mad.

She was angry and didn’t care if Arron was her own son, she just
asked Arron angrily: “Shaoqin! Even if you have no feelings for the old
house! But the people who died in this house are always your
ancestors! There are no ancestors of yours. Here you are! Look at
these three bitches!
Especially these two big ones, Rayna! Galia!
Qiner, don’t you think the two of them are riding on your head to poop
and piss!
You are the king of Nancheng! “
What Qin Wenyu said was indeed correct.
Just when Qin Wenyu and Fu Zhengxiong didn’t come, and before
Rayna and Galia and the only one started beating, Arron had already
warned Rayna and Galia that he would take them away. blast out.
Arron glanced around for a week, and suddenly exclaimed:
“Christopher! Come in!”
Fourth Master Fu called Christopher just now. Christopher really
brought a group of bodyguards, but neither he nor the bodyguards
came in, they were all waiting outside.
When he heard Arron’s roar again, Christopher was stunned.
Fourth Master has never made such a loud voice.
The power of the fourth master has always been self-possessed
without anger.
Christopher immediately came in from the outside, followed by a
group of no less than twenty bodyguards who surrounded Rayna and
Galia in a flash.
Christopher looked at Galia in surprise: “Galia! Why are you here!
Give me death and go home!”
Galia: “Cousin…”
“Hurry up!” Christopher raised his foot and was about to kick.

“Chop off the hands and feet of these two women and throw them into
the river!” Arron’s voice clearly entered Christopher’s ears.

